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Mineheart was founded by designers Brendan Young and Vanessa Battaglia.
The company name Mineheart was inspired by the Shakespearian quote: “Mine 
eye and heart...” to symbolise their dual passions; love for tradition and eye for 
contemporary design which are combined in often surprising and delightful ways 
within the Mineheart collection.
“The idea behind mineheart is to create a playground for creativity and discovery, 
where art meets design, and poetry meets industry.  We try to inject a sense of 
wonder in to everyday objects and spaces around us, telling stories and creating 
things that are truly surprising,” Young&Battaglia

“We believe that the objects we surround ourselves with everyday should 
be more than just functional, they should be made of stories, love, art and 
poetry in order to meaningfully exist...”
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Bookshelf Wallpaper 1)

From the left: White Bookshelf, Black Bookshelf, Vintage Bookshelf

The minimalist  White Bookshelf Wallpaper 
features white books on white shelves for a 
bright minimal look and for a moody look it’s 
also available in inky black (Black Bookshelf 
Wallpaper)
Instead the Vintage Bookshelf Wallpaper 
features shelves of old books to create a 
vintage library look. It can be used to create 
the feeling of a study, reading room or an old 
bookshop! 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m
Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 2) smooth non-woven paper
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Bookshelf  Wallpaper 2)

From the left: Almost White Photocopy Bookshelf, Photocopy Bookshelf, Dark Bookshelf, Sepia Bookshelf

The Bookshelf wallpapers in this page feature 
beautiful old antique books, on wooden 
shelves, in contrasting black and white or 
natural sepia tones to create a warm timeless 
look. It can be used to create the feeling of 
an old study, library or reading room and is 
strangely reminiscent of old photographs, 
steam engines and Oscar Wilde!
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m
Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 2) smooth non-woven paper
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This strikingly iconic wallpaper inspired by 

gives the look of soft, leather padded walls. 
It creates a seriously luxurious feeling and is 
strangely reminiscent of gentlemen’s clubs, 
boudoirs and mental institutions! 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Chesterfield Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 2) smooth non-woven paper
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Panelling Wallpaper
The Panelling wallpaper is inspired by 
Georgian architectural details and features 
decorative panels for a classy and classic 
look. It can be used to create a bright elegant 
feel reminiscent of stately homes, Georgian 
conservatories and posh hotels! 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

From the left: White Panelling, Petrol Panelling, Anthracite Panelling, Amethyst Panelling, Grey/Marine, Grey/Turquoise, Grey/Rose Panelling

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 2) smooth non-woven paper
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Panelling Wallpaper
The Panelling wallpaper is inspired by 
Georgian architectural details and features 
decorative panels for a classy and classic 
look. It can be used to create a bright elegant 
feel reminiscent of stately homes, Georgian 
conservatories and posh hotels! 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

From the left: Cream Panelling, Mustard Panelling, Teal Panelling, Dusty Pink Panelling.
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Georgian Dot Panelling Wallpaper
Simple yet striking, this elegantly proportioned 
pattern recalls the days when harmony and 
symmetry were valued above all. The delicate 

liberating choice of colour ways.
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

From the left: French Grey Georgian Dot Panelling, Cream Georgian Dot Panelling, Slate Blue Georgian Dot Panelling, Medium Grey Georgian Dot 
Panelling, Charcoal Georgian Dot Panelling

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 2) smooth non-woven paper
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Victorian Panelling Wallpaper
All the ambience of age, and the illusion of a 
rich, warm patina – on a roll. This trompe l’oeil 
wallpaper with acutely observed wood grain, 
will add gravitas to any room and is deeply 

match them, and think bigger than just using 
them on walls...
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

From the left: Almost White Victorian Panelling, Charcoal Victorian Panelling, Dark Oak Victorian Panelling, Bleached Oak Victorian Panelling

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 2) smooth non-woven paper
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From the left: Almost White Dutch Inlay Panelling, Charcoal Dutch Inlay Panelling, Bleached Dutch Inlay Panelling

A softer take on formal panelling, it 
nevertheless recalls the opulence of the Great 
Masters. Pose for your own portrait in front of 
this impact-making background. 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Dutch Inlay Panelling Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 2) smooth non-woven paper
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The “White Cast Iron Lace” wallpaper 
is inspired by decorative metalwork and 
architectural details, it gives the look of 
exquisitely ornate fretwork on the wall. Almost 
like giant panels of three dimensional lace. It 
can be used to create a light romantic feeling 
and is strangely reminiscent of weddings, tea 
rooms and conservatories! 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Cast Iron Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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The ‘Wrought Metal Gate’ wallpaper is 
inspired by wrought iron architectural details 
and gives the look of exquisitely ornate metal 
panels on the wall. It can be used to create a 
mysterious yet sophisticated feeling and is 
strangely reminiscent of Moroccan screens, 
boudoirs and metal garden gates.
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Wrought Metal Gate Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Persian Wallpaper
rugs, this textured wallpaper envelops you in 
ancient pattern. Linked by a decorative thread 
from the silk routes of old to today’s modern 
luxury, the Eastern symmetry is at once 
soothing and pleasing. 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

From the left: Red Persian, Dark Persian, Beige Persian, Seledine Persian, Blue Persian, Cerulean Persian

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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The White Planks wallpaper features painted 
white wooden planks with nail holes for a min-
imal shabby chic look. It can be used to create a 
bright contemporary feel reminiscent of beach 
huts, magazine shoots and holiday homes. 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

White Plank Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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The Picture Frame wallpaper is inspired by 
old black and white photos. The wallpaper 
features selection of old photos in white 
frames, hanging on a concrete wall. The warm 
brown tones of the old photos contrast with the 
contemporary white picture frames and the 
industrial concrete wall making it suitable for 
both modern and traditional interiors.
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Picture Frame Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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The ‘Almost White’ collection is a wistful nod 
to the memories of yesteryear, combining the 
very best of today’s design excellence with the 
nostalgia of moments gone by. Inspired by the 
feeling of faded old photographs. So, take a 
walk through time, open a door on a memory 
and cover your home with colours softened 
by days, months and years of beautiful 
recollections. Live in the past and the present 
in a home that  will you remind you daily of the 
very best of the then and the now.

Almost White Wallpaper Collection

From the left: Almost White Delft Baroque, Almost White Photocopy Bookshelf, Almost White Victorian Panelling, Almost White Industrial Drawers, Almost 
White Dutch Inlay, Almost White Arts & Craft Patchwork, Almost White Concrete Loveletter

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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with the bygone chic of Bibliotheque, 
offering up a style choice that is tea party at 
the front and impetuous librarian at the  back. 
Soft grey, white and charcoal rub shoulders 
carefully to create a wallpaper that will 
guarantee immediate sophistication to any 
brave soul who dares to buy it.
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Almost White Industrial Drawers Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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From the creative minds of Young&Battaglia, 
this unusual wallpaper takes the traditional idea 
of pattern matching and turns it on it’s head. 
3 different types roll designs to be used any 
way up and mixed however you like to create 
a patchwork effect as regular or random as you 
desire. The age of William Morris venerated 
patterns inspired by nature, medieval-inspired 
motifs and the harmonious complexity of 
repeats. With the usual Mineheart twist, a 
juxtaposition of such patterns in a patchwork 
style adds another dimension, this time in its 
faded out theme. 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Available designs: 
* Panel A
* Panel B
* Panel C

Almost White Arts & Crafts Patchwork Wallpaper

From the left: Almost White Arts & Crafts Patchwork Panel A, Almost White Arts& Crafts Patchwork Panel B, Almost White Arts & Crafts Patchwork 
Panel C 

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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From the creative minds of Young&Battaglia, 
this unusual wallpaper takes the traditional 
idea of pattern matching and turns it on it’s 
head. Three different types roll designs to 
be used any way up and mixed however 
you like to create a patchwork effect as 
regular or random as you desire. The age of 
William Morris venerated patterns inspired 
by nature, medieval-inspired motifs and the 
harmonious complexity of repeats. With the 
usual Mineheart twist, a juxtaposition of such 
patterns in a patchwork style adds another 
dimension.
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

* Panel A - Colour, Beige, Black & White
* Panel B - Colour, Beige, Black & White
* Panel C - Colour, Beige, Black & White

Arts & Crafts Patchwork Wallpaper

From the left: Arts & Crafts Patchwork (colour) Panels A B C, Arts & Crafts Patchwork Panels A B C - Beige, Arts & Crafts Patchwork Panels A B C - 
Black & White

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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From the left: Light Driftwood Damask, Dark Driftwood Damask

Weaving texture with patterns to create 
something greater than the sum of its parts, 
this opulent yet understated wallpaper is 
captivating – in fact, it is modern trompe-l’œil 
texture perfected. His limed maple version is 
as delicate as it is arresting. Made in England.
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m
Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper

Driftwood Damask Wallpaper
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From the left: Dark Urban Concrete Damask, Light Urban Concrete Damask

Elaborate weave of traditional damask, with 
its middle-eastern-middle-ages heritage, 
is given a thoroughly modern makeover. 
Melding the industrial feel of grey concrete 

achieves something entirely unusual. 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Urban Concrete Damask Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 

2) smooth non-woven paper
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From the left: Light Urban Concrete Polkadot, Dark Urban Concrete Polkadot

The redoubtable polka dot doesn’t have to be 
kiddy and kitsch. In fact, why shouldn’t this 
playful pattern have its own chance of being 
a little bit grown up? When supported by an 
uneven concrete texture, the familiar dot takes 
on a new life, this time with a light dot against 
dark grey.
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Urban Concrete Polkadot Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 

2) smooth non-woven paper
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From the left: Almost White Concrete Loveletter, Dark Urban Concrete Loveletter, Light Urban Concrete Loveletter

A historical letter with its old-fashioned 

of personality – is juxtaposed with a concrete 
background, once again cleverly balancing the 
modern and (almost) forgotten. 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Concrete Loveletter Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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From the left: Blue Delft Baroque, Pink Delft Baroque, Black Delft Baroque, Beige Delft Baroque

Experimenting with texture and form, these 
silky smooth Porcelain wallpapers use a classic 
Mintonesque Willow pattern repeated and 
mirrored to create a more complex structure. 
The requisite pagodas and weeping willows 

Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

Delft Baroque Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Clouds Wallpaper
by Young & Battaglia. 

Pattern Repeat: 770mm

From the left: Night black clouds, Dusty pink clouds, Smokey Blue clouds, Pale Grey Clouds 

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Outline Wallpaper
Archetypal wall decoration is stripped back 

until all that remains is a simple line and a 
simple idea. The ‘Outline’ collection by 
Young & Battaglia consists of 6 wallpaper 
designs drawn in black on white, symbolising 
the elements of woodgrain, panelling, 
bookshelves, windows, quilting, and bricks.. 
Roll size: 520mm x 10m (20.47” x 393.7”)
Pattern Repeat: 520mm

From the left: Bookshelf Outline, Brick Outline, Panel Outline, Ouilt Outline, Window Outline, Woodgrain Outline
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Morris Dream Wallpaper
‘Morris Dream’ is a modern day tribute 
to the master wallpaper designer William 
Morris himself. The design is very much a 
celebration of his work, but embellished with 
a modern twist. This wallpaper design was 

in mind but can be used in any room, taking 
its inspiration from sleep, dreams and fantasy 
to create a subtle adaptation of a calming and 
familiar motif. From a distance it could easily 
be mistaken for a traditional 19th Century 
classic Morris wallpaper, but when you look 
closer you can discover surreal elements 
and details relating to sleep and the night 

clouds, and a moon chewing bubblegum. If 
Mineheart had a stately home, a palace or 

paper to decorate the rooms, and the colour 
palette includes Warm taupe, Minty egg blue, 
Grey captain blue, Peachy pink and grey, and 
Pebble grey create an air of classic luxury and 
grandeur around your four poster bed, but not 
exactly as everyone expects!. 
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm w x 10m
Pattern repeat: 760mm

From the left: Morris Dream - Classic dark green with colours, Morris Dream - Cream and Blue, Morris Dream - Minty egg blue, Morris Dream - Grey 
captain blue,  Morris Dream - Warm clay,  Morris Dream - Peachy pink and grey, Morris Dream - Pebble grey,  Morris Dream - Warm taupe

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Soft Stone Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Made in England by Mineheart. This 
wallpaper simulates a stone 3d effect and is 
designed by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a 
product without continuity solution applicable 
on any length. 
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 417mm 

From the left: Twist wallpaper, Wire wallpaper, Balloons wallpaper, Tips wallpaper, Wave wallpaper
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Pied De Poule Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Pied De Poule wallpaper is made in England 
by Mineheart. This wallpaper with a pop 
and colored classical identity is designed 
by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a product 
without continuity solution applicable on any 
length. This wallpaper comes in many sizes 
to choose. 
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 82mm 

From the left: Pied De Poule - Y, Pied De Poule - C, Pied De Poule - B, Pied De Poule - M

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Pied De Poule Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Pied De Poule wallpaper is made in England 
by Mineheart. This wallpaper with a pop 
and colored classical identity is designed 
by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a product 
without continuity solution applicable on any 
length.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 357mm

From the left: Aquamarine Pied De Poule, Navy Pied De Poule, Petroleum Pied De Poule, Pink Pied De Poule, Aquamarine & Grey Pied De Poule,  
Navy & Grey Pied De Poule, Petroleum & Grey Pied De Poule, Pink & Grey Pied De Poule

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Scratch Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi

Scratch wallpaper is made in England by 

Mineheart. This wallpaper with a strong 

visual identity of scratched and cracked 

paint on a wall. This wallpaper is made up 

of 4 drops (2.5m) (A-B-C-D) that should to 

be mounted in order for a perfect seamless 

effect. For ceiling heights over 2.5 meters, or 

where the seamless effect is not necessary, 

manner, ignoring the pattern matching. The 4 

drops are sold in a continuous 10 mt roll. 
10m Roll pack: A-B-C-D Drop modules 520 x 
2500mm to be cut from one unique roll.
Single Drop dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 2500mm drop

From the left: Scratch - M, Scratch - B, Scratch - K, Scratch - G

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Geometric White Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Geometric White wallpaper is made in 
England by Mineheart. This wallpaper 
simulates an optical effect on concrete base, 
is designed by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a 
product without continuity solution applicable 
on any length.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 357mm

From the left: Geometric White Stripes, Geometric White Bulbs, Geometric White Cubes, Geometric White Damask, Geometric White Circles

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Geometric  Black Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Geometric Black wallpaper is made in 
England by Mineheart. This wallpaper 
simulates an optical effect on concrete base, 
is designed by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a 
product without continuity solution applicable 
on any length.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 357mm

From the left: Black Geometric Cubes, Black Geometric Damask, Black Geometric Bulbs, Black Geometric Circles, Black Geometric Stripes

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Geometric Bulbs Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Geometric Bulbs wallpaper is made in 
England by Mineheart. This wallpaper 
simulates an optical effect on concrete base, 
is designed by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a 
product without continuity solution applicable 
on any length.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m

Pattern repeat: Every 225mm 

From the left: Petroleum Geometric Bulbs,  Aquamarine Geometric Bulbs, Navy Geometric Bulbs, Pink Geometric Bulbs

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 

2) smooth non-woven paper
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Geometric Circles Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Geometric Circles wallpaper is made in 
England by Mineheart. This wallpaper 
simulates an optical effect on concrete base, 
is designed by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a 
product without continuity solution applicable 
on any length.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 225mm 

From the left: Petroleum Geometric Circles, Navy Geometric Circles, Pink Geometric Circles, Aquamarine Geometric Circles

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Geometric Damask Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Geometric Damask Wallpaper is made in 
England by Mineheart. This wallpaper 
simulates an optical effect on concrete base, 
is designed by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a 
product without continuity solution applicable 
on any length.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 225mm 

From the left: Pink Geometric Damask, Petroleum Geometric Damask, Aquamarine Geometric Damask, Navy Geometric Damask

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Geometric Cubes Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Geometric Cubes wallpaper is made in 
England by Mineheart. This wallpaper 
simulates an optical effect on concrete base, 
is designed by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a 
product without continuity solution applicable 
on any length.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m

Pattern repeat: Every 225mm 

From the left: Aquamarine Geometric Cubes, Pink Geometric Cubes, Petroleum Geometric Cubes, Navy Geometric Cubes

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 

2) smooth non-woven paper
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Geometric  Stripes Wallpaper
By Emanuele Pangrazi
Geometric Stripes wallpaper is made in 
England by Mineheart. This wallpaper 
simulates an optical effect on concrete base, 
is designed by Emanuele Pangrazi to obtain a 
product without continuity solution applicable 
on any length.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 225mm 

From the left: Navy Geometric Stripes, Petroleum Geometric Stripes, Aquamarine Geometric Stripes, Pink Geometric Stripes

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Back To Nature Wallpaper
Designed by Courtney Brims, known 
for her beautifully detailed drawings and 
illustrations of animals where nothing is quite 
what it seems. In this design snakes, rats, 
snails, skeletons and moths adorn the classical 

incompletion, the ‘Back to Nature’ wallpaper 
collection resonates with nature in both its 
design and making. This wall-covering is 
printed on minehearts standard wallpaper 
using pulp from sustainably managed forests, 
with ultra low VOC inks and for every roll 
sold, one additional tree is planted in areas of 
Africa heavily affected by deforestation.

has a repeat of 62cm and is available in 4 
colour combination/designs: Red, Original, 
Purple and Parchment..
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 225mm 

From the left: Back to Nature Red, Back to Nature Purple, Back to Nature Coloured, Back to Nature Parchment
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New World DamaskCollection
New World Damask Wallpaper by Kirin Youn
Daring yet playful, the ‘New World Damask’ collection of 
wallpapers take modern day symbols, and displays them in an 
edgy, eye-catching way. 
This wallpaper collection gives the space a classy fun edge, 
adding a touch of Mr Doodle, spun back a hundred years.
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

www.mineheart.com Wallpapers ~

From the left:  NWD blue/lime, NWD brown/beige, NWD dull pink/pink, NWD grey/blue, NWD grey/grey NWD grey blue/white, NWD purple/orange,
NWD purple/purple, NWD grey/white. 





Nature Collection
Wallpaper designed by Carolyn Jenkins
These wallpaper patterns are based on  Carolyn Jenkins floral 
illustrations. 
The dramatic and elegant patterns of the flowers bring a vivid 
and distinct feel of spring to the room, creating an expansive 
scene of nature and colour, that will add a totally new dynamic 
to your room.
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

www.mineheart.com Wallpapers ~

From the left: Botanical Chinoisery, Floral Spring, Kilburn Heritage, Meadow Flower and Wild Flower
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Outline Colours Wallpaper
Striking yet minimalistic the ‘Outlines’ 
collection consists of a series of iconic 
decorations, symbolizing the elements of 
woodgrain, paneling, bookshelves, quilting, 
and bricks. Designed by Young & Battaglia 
in collaboration with Emanuele Pangrazi. 
The colour scheme of this collection is varied 
among the pastel colours, including blues, 
pinks and greys that have been paired to 
compliment whilst outlining their patterns.
The wallpaper is printed on a hard-wearing 
smooth paper that is simple to install with 
no wallpapering table needed. The rolls are 
10 meters long x 52cm wide. This wallpaper 
collection offers great capacity for adaptation 
in very different environments, adding a 
touch “Barbie takes a tea with the Queen after 
having furnished the rooms of Buckingham 
palace”.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m

From the left: Woodgrain Petroleum & Aquamarine, Woodgrain Tonal Pink, Woodgrain Grey & Pink, Woodgrain Light Blue & Pink, Quilt Petroleum & 
Aquamarine, Quilt Pink & Grey, Quilt Grey & Pink, Quilt Light Blue & Pink, Quilt Tonal Sage
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Outline Colours Wallpaper
Striking yet minimalistic the ‘Outlines’ 
collection consists of a series of iconic 
decorations, symbolizing the elements of 
woodgrain, paneling, bookshelves, quilting, 
and bricks. Designed by Emanuele Pangrazi. 
The colour scheme of this collection is varied 
among the pastel colours, including blues, 
pinks and greys that have been paired to 
compliment whilst outlining their patterns.
The wallpaper is printed on a hard-wearing 
smooth paper that is simple to install with 
no wallpapering table needed. The rolls are 
10 meters long x 52cm wide. This wallpaper 
collection offers great capacity for adaptation 
in very different environments, adding a 
touch “Barbie takes a tea with the Queen after 
having furnished the rooms of Buckingham 
palace”.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Paper type: Printed on hard-wearing non-woven 
paper from sustainably managed forests using low 
VOC inks.
Fire Rated: Yes

From the left: Panel Light Blue & Pink, Panel Petroleum & Aquamarine, Panel Pink & Grey, Panel Tonal Grey, Bricks Tonal Light Blue, Bricks Pink & 
Light Blue, Bricks Petroleum & Aquamarine 
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Outline Colours Wallpaper
Striking yet minimalistic the ‘Outlines’ 
collection consists of a series of iconic 
decorations, symbolizing the elements of 
woodgrain, paneling, bookshelves, quilting, 
and bricks. Designed by Emanuele Pangrazi. 
The colour scheme of this collection is varied 
among the pastel colours, including blues, 
pinks and greys that have been paired to 
compliment whilst outlining their patterns.
The wallpaper is printed on a hard-wearing 
smooth paper that is simple to install with 
no wallpapering table needed. The rolls are 
10 meters long x 52cm wide. This wallpaper 
collection offers great capacity for adaptation 
in very different environments, adding a 
touch “Barbie takes a tea with the Queen after 
having furnished the rooms of Buckingham 
palace”.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m

From the left: Bookshelf Light Blue & Pink, Bookshelf Tonal Pink, Bookshelf Tonal Navy, Bookshelf Tonal Grey, Bookshelf Tonal Aquamarine, Bookshelf 
Pink & Grey, Bookshelf Petroleum & Aquamarine, Bookshelf Pink & Grey
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Once Upon Our Time Wallpaper
Familiar and yet subtly irreverent the ‘Once 
upon our time’ wallpaper take classic “toile” 
patterns from the past, and gives them a 
new highly modern perspective. Designed 
by Young & Battaglia. The colour scheme 
of this collection is a mixture of traditional 
and modern colour-ways and includes black, 
pink, blue, white and grey. The wallpaper is 
printed on a hardwearing smooth paper that 
is simple to install with no wallpapering table 
needed. This wallpaper collection is a perfect 
subtle addition for a bedroom, hallway or 
cloakroom, adding a touch of 18th Century 
Paris meets schoolboy doodles.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m
Pattern repeat: Every 225mm 

From the left: Once Upon Our Time Cerlean, Once Upon Our Time Dark Blue, Once Upon Our Time Red, Once Upon Our Time Pink & White, Once Upon 
Our Time Blue & White, Once Upon Our Time Grey, Once Upon Our Time Purple, Once Upon Our Time Blue Grey, Once Upon Our Time Black, Once 
Upon Our Time Green, Once Upon Our Time Pink

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Diagonal Marble Wallpaper
Bold, striking and iconic the ‘Studio Bleoh’ 
collection of works take classical ideas from 
the past, and gives them a new highly modern 
perspective. Designed by Studio Bleoh. The 
colour scheme of this collection is varied 
and modern and includes pinks, blues and 
monochrome combined with textures of 
veined marble, traditional ceramic motifs 
and pure blocks of colour. The wallpaper is 
printed on a hard-wearing smooth paper that 
is simple to install with no wallpapering table 
needed. The rolls are 10 meters long x 52cm 
wide. This wallpaper collection is a perfect 
striking addition for a boutique hotel lobby or 
restaurant, adding a touch of Versace meets 
Alice in Wonderland..
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m

From the left: Marble Diagonal Black, Marble Diagonal Black & Pink, Marble Diagonal Black & White, Marble Diagonal Green

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 

2) smooth non-woven paper
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Chain Wallpaper
Bold, striking and iconic the ‘Studio Bleoh’ 
collection of works take classical ideas from 
the past, and gives them a new highly modern 
perspective. Designed by Studio Bleoh. The 
colour scheme of this collection is varied 
and modern and includes pinks, blues and 
monochrome combined with textures of 
veined marble, traditional ceramic motifs 
and pure blocks of colour. The wallpaper is 
printed on a hard-wearing smooth paper that 
is simple to install with no wallpapering table 
needed. The rolls are 10 meters long x 52cm 
wide. This wallpaper collection is a perfect 
striking addition for a boutique hotel lobby or 
restaurant, adding a touch of Versace meets 
Alice in Wonderland.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m

From the left: Chain Black, Chain Red, Chain Blue, Chain Grey

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Plate Pieces Wallpaper
Bold, striking and iconic the ‘Studio Bleoh’ 
collection of works take classical ideas from 
the past, and gives them a new highly modern 
perspective. Designed by Studio Bleoh. The 
colour scheme of this collection is varied 
and modern and includes pinks, blues and 
monochrome combined with textures of 
veined marble, traditional ceramic motifs 
and pure blocks of colour. The wallpaper is 
printed on a hard-wearing smooth paper that 
is simple to install with no wallpapering table 
needed. The rolls are 10 meters long x 52cm 
wide. This wallpaper collection is a perfect 
striking addition for a boutique hotel lobby or 
restaurant, adding a touch of Versace meets 
Alice in Wonderland.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m 

From the left: Plate Pieces Pink & Blue, Plate Pieces White & Grey, Plate Pieces White & Blue, Plate Pieces Green & Grey, Plate Pieces Blue & Grey, 
Plate Pieces Blue

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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Marble Pieces Wallpaper
Bold, striking and iconic the ‘Studio Bleoh’ 
collection of works take classical ideas from 
the past, and gives them a new highly modern 
perspective. Designed by Studio Bleoh. The 
colour scheme of this collection is varied 
and modern and includes pinks, blues and 
monochrome combined with textures of 
veined marble, traditional ceramic motifs 
and pure blocks of colour. The wallpaper is 
printed on a hard-wearing smooth paper that 
is simple to install with no wallpapering table 
needed. The rolls are 10 meters long x 52cm 
wide. This wallpaper collection is a perfect 
striking addition for a boutique hotel lobby or 
restaurant, adding a touch of Versace meets 
Alice in Wonderland.
Wallpaper roll dimensions: 520mm x 10m 

From the left: Marble Pieces Grey, Marble Pieces Green & Grey, Marble Pieces Black, Marble Pieces Pink & Blue, Marble Pieces Black & Peach,  
Marble Pieces Black & White 
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Science  is for Everyone &  Saudade
Science for Everyone Collection with Orbeh Studio
Combining surrealism and history, the ‘Science Is For 
Everyone’ collection of works take classical ideas inspired by 
the Field of Natural History Museum, which fuels a journey of 
discovery across time to create a design rich in nature and 
culture.

A striking twist, the ‘Saudade’ collection of works portrays an 
empowering message in the form of art. wide.
This wallpaper collection is adding a touch of José Guadalupe 
Posada meets Diego Rivera, where they exalt the virtues and 
duality of the woman, the delicacy of a beautiful flower, but 
the firmness of a great weapon with the capacity to face any 
adversity.

Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

www.mineheart.com Wallpapers ~

From the left:  Grey Science Is For Everyone Wallpaper, Purple Science Is For Everyone Wallpaper, Pink Science Is For Everyone Wallpaper , 
Orange Science Is For Everyone Wallpaper, Grey Saudade Wallpaper, Blue Saudade Wallpaper, Pink Saudade Wallpaper, Orange Saudade Wallpaper.
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Mineheart travels back to the Tudor times. The 
combination of Wood and Concrete textures 
creates a traditional yet homely feel. 
Standard roll size: 520mm x 10m

White Tudor Wallpaper

Paper material options: 1) textured vinyl paper; 
2) smooth non-woven paper
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The ‘Stone Angels’ wallpaper is inspired by 
stone architectural details. The wallpaper 
features angels reminiscent of renaissance 
sculptures and cathedrals, creating the effect 
of an exquisitely carved ornate wall. It conjures 
up a serene, romantic scene like that of an 
Italian palazzo or a garden courtyard. Perfect 
for feature walls or a whole room. 
Standard roll size: 900mm x 10m

Stone Angels Wallpaper
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Angels and cherubs serenade you from the 
heavens, creating a dreamlike, ethereal mural 
for your interior. The soft and subtle use of a 
concrete textured background cleverly blends 
industrialism with classic art, lending itself to 
its suitability within any interior.
Ideal for use in hallways or small rooms as the 
horizontal nature of this imagery creates the 
illusion of distance and width.
Standard roll size: 900mm x 10m

In the Clouds Wallpaper
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by Stefano Bonazzi 
Surreal and dreamlike, Stefano expresses his 
ideas of the uncertain modern world, and his 
vision of our time is poured out in to digital 
elaborations, exquisitely pictorial and softly 
hallucinogenic. His poetic assemblages are 
created by using a combination of photography 
and digital art. Faceless characters are trapped 
in dream-like settings, where fantasy meets 
reality. 
This product is made to measure to fit your 
wall, and priced per square meter. To place an 
order please email your dimensions to info@
mineheart.com. 
Substrate: Textured vinyl paper backed 300g
Roll size: Made to Measure
Paste: Paste both the paper and wall 

The White Sky XIX Mural Wallpaper
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Paper Palace Folded Columns Wallpaper Mural
Archetypal wall decoration is stripped back 
Mineheart has collaborated with celebrated 
artist Simon Schubert to create a mural 
collection of two of his extraordinary paper 
folding artworks.
Simon Schubert’s enigmatic and ethereal 
art works are made using intricate paper 
folding techniques. Depicting Baroque-
inspired interiors, the low relief of the folds 
and the neutral light and shade gives each 
artwork a ghostly feel. Each mural features a 
grand palatial interior but the disorientating 
perspective and the lack of shadow depth 
creates an eerie and perplexing unfamiliarity. 
To add to the sense of mystery, each room  
seems to lead to another space; a disappearing 
staircase, corridor or door ajar hints at more 
mysterious spaces beyond that are just out 
of reach. Born in Germany in 1973, Simon 
Schubert describes his paper folding artworks 
as sculptural drawings that move between 
two and three dimensions. Simon Schubert 
references the book Alice in Wonderland 
as an inspiration and these three murals by 
Mineheart certainly take the viewer to hidden 
worlds. 
This product is made to measure to fit your wall, 
and priced per square meter. 

From the left: Paper Palace Folded Columns Wallpaper Mural, Paper Palace Folded Hall Wallpaper Mural
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The Palace wallpaper is inspired by the 
wonderfully opulent interiors of stately homes 
and palaces of the 18th Century. It features an 
image of a large hall adorned with beautiful 
paintings and chandeliers. It can be used to 
create an illusion of space and grandeur. This 
product is made to measure to fit your wall, 
and priced per square metre. 
300g textured paper-backed vinyl

Palace Wallpaper Mural
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A collaboration with artist Victor Bykov, this 
woodland mural depicts a peaceful forest 
scene. The naturalistic expression, muted 
tones and tranquil atmosphere are evocative of 
the ‘en plein air’ style of painting outdoors that 
flourished at the end of the 19th century. The 
beauty of this autumnal scene with its arching 
trees, abundant foliage and winding path will 
create a serene mood in any interior.
This product is made to measure to fit your 
wall, and priced per square metre.
300g textured paper-backed vinyl

King’s Wood Wallpaper Mural
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The Fresco wallpaper is inspired by 
Michelangelo’s infamous Sistine Chapel 
Ceiling. It features several of his characters 
sitting between stone columns, wearing 
sunglasses. The subtly faded colours and 
renaissance style imagery transport you in to 
a different century, perfect for restaurants, 
dining rooms and hotel corridors. This product 
is made to measure to fit your wall, and priced 
per square metre. 
300g textured paper-backed vinyl

Fresco Wallpaper Mural
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